President Murmu slams Emergency

In her address in the Rajya Sabha on Thursday said the Government's decision to make a formal apology for the imposition of Emergency in 1975 as the "biggest and dark-est imposition of Emergency in the Constitution of India". She further said that the government's statement about the imposition of Emergency was a "forceful and frank" decision and the government had shown "courage" in making the statement.

Murmu also said that the imposition of Emergency was a "grave mistake" and that the government had learned from its mistakes. She said that the government had made the statement because it was aware of the mistakes made during the Emergency period and that it wanted to show the country that it was not just going to repeat the same mistakes.

Murmu said that the government had taken the decision to apologize for the imposition of Emergency after a long and careful deliberation. She said that the government had taken the decision to apologize because it wanted to show the country that it was not just going to forget about the mistakes made during the Emergency period.

Murmu further said that the government had taken the decision to apologize because it wanted to show the country that it was not going to repeat the same mistakes in the future. She said that the government had taken the decision to apologize because it wanted to show the country that it was not going to take the mistakes made during the Emergency period lightly.
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PNS JAMSHEDPUR

A meeting of development coordination and internal resource mobilization committee of Department of Land Reforms, Panchayat and Landlessness was held under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner Vijaya Jadhav. The District Development Commissioner Konesh Kumar Tomar attended the meeting. During the meeting, the committee discussed various issues related to development of residential areas.

Two good Samaritans honored in Bokaro

In the presence of Deputy Commissioner Vijaya Jadhav, two Good Samaritans were honored in a meeting of the Rural Development Department at the District Collectorate. During the meeting, the Committee on Rural Development, headed by Ramanth, honored two good Samaritans who provided medical assistance to the needy.

Koelbira MLA inaugurates Baidaur Tandar Akhara

The MLA of Koelbira constituency, Baidaur, inaugurated the Tandar Akhara. The inauguration was held under the supervision of Collector Ram Kumar Suman. The MLA expressed his gratitude to the people for their support and promised to work for their welfare.

PNS KOLHIBA

A meeting of the District Coordination Committee (DCC) was held to review the implementation of various development schemes and to discuss the challenges faced in their implementation.

Firms with govt schemes

The District Development Commissioner of Bhagalpur, Ram Kumar Suman, reviewed the implementation of various government schemes in the district. The importance of inclusive development and the need for effective coordination were stressed.

PAS Bokaro students participate in Epic Language Quiz

The Executive Board of the District, under the chairmanship of Deputy Commissioner Suresh Bhandari, held a meeting to discuss the implementation of various schemes.

Satyam Kumar notified as DFO Medininagar

A 2015 batch IFS officer, Satyam Kumar, has been notified by the state forest department of his appointment as District Forest Officer (DFO) Medininagar.

District Coordination Committee: Swift action on land transfer and infrastructure urged by district officials

The District Coordination Committee held a meeting to discuss the implementation of various development schemes and to discuss the challenges faced in their implementation.
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Govt to provide full support to investors in Health Sector: CM

CM lays foundation of Gautam Medical College and Hospital at RSCC

The Chief Minister of Jharkhand, Shri Chaipai Soren, laid the foundation stone of the Gautam Medical College and Hospital at Ranchi Science City (RSCC) on Thursday. The foundation stone laying ceremony was held at the Ranchi Science City (RSCC), which will benefit the people here in any sector, including health, to move forward.

Support in Health Sector

Mr. Soren said that the government is firmly committed to providing full support to the investors in the Health sector. He added that the government will ensure that the new medical college and hospital are equipped with state-of-the-art facilities and provide quality health care to the people of Jharkhand and the surrounding areas.

Infrastructure and Development

The CM said that the foundation stone laying ceremony is a significant step in the development of the health sector in Jharkhand. He added that the government is trying to provide necessary medical examination and treatment facilities to the people in their own state. The government will also provide health facilities in rural areas so that people in remote areas and other parts of the state can also have access to quality health care.

Education and Research

Mr. Soren added that the government is also working on strengthening the educational and research facilities of the new medical college and hospital. He said that the college and hospital will be equipped with the latest medical equipment and provide quality education and research facilities to the students.

Investor Confidence

The CM said that the government is firmly committed to providing full support to investors in the Health sector. He added that the government will ensure that the new medical college and hospital are equipped with state-of-the-art facilities and provide quality health care to the people of Jharkhand and the surrounding areas.

Infrastructure and Development

The CM said that the foundation stone laying ceremony is a significant step in the development of the health sector in Jharkhand. He added that the government is trying to provide necessary medical examination and treatment facilities to the people in their own state. The government will also provide health facilities in rural areas so that people in remote areas and other parts of the state can also have access to quality health care.

Education and Research

Mr. Soren added that the government is also working on strengthening the educational and research facilities of the new medical college and hospital. He said that the college and hospital will be equipped with the latest medical equipment and provide quality education and research facilities to the students.
Rahul takes umbrage at Speaker's Emergency reference

Pioneer News Service • New Delhi

Leader of the Opposition Rahul Gandhi today took umbrage at Speaker Om Birla's emergency reference to the Constitution while paying tributes to the late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.

"This is not a time to invoke the Constitution," Rahul Gandhi said.

"This is a time to invoke the Constitution while paying tributes to the late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi," Rahul Gandhi added.

In a letter to the Speaker, Rahul Gandhi said, "It is a time to remember the leadership of Indira Gandhi, who was a great leader of our country and a symbol of strength and courage."

Rahul Gandhi said that Indira Gandhi's leadership was characterized by dedication, commitment, and a deep sense of responsibility.

She was a leader who always put the welfare of the people first, and her legacy continues to inspire us today.

"The emergency reference to the Constitution is not appropriate in this context," Rahul Gandhi said.

He added that the emergency reference is not in keeping with the values of democracy that Indira Gandhi stood for.

"This is not the time to invoke the Constitution, but to remember her leadership and her legacy," Rahul Gandhi said.

"We should be focused on building a stronger democracy and a more inclusive society, rather than invoking the Constitution.

"The emergency reference is not in keeping with the values of democracy that Indira Gandhi stood for."

Rahul Gandhi ended his letter by saying, "Let us remember the leadership of Indira Gandhi and work towards building a stronger democracy and a more inclusive society."
Dushyant rules out alliance with BJP in Haryana

The recent Lok Sabha results have shown that “what BJP . . . lose, the JJP acquires”), Chautala said. He added, “I can make it clear that the JJP's loss in the Lok Sabha seat, leading to a seat in the Assembly, will not be repeated in the Assembly elections. If the JJP is the major opposition in the Assembly, it will field its candidate in the next Assembly poll, that is why the JJP will be opposed to the BJP candidate as the grand old party’s candidate.”

As against the Assembly’s “minority” after three months, the JJP will find a place in the Assembly, he said. It will make arrangements to protect the interests of farmers across the state next month, Chautala added.

The ZP will continue to work for third party candidates and make sure that the JJP candidate wins the seat. The government will make arrangements to give the JJP enough time to contest the seat, and if it wins, the government will withdraw the criminal case against the JJP candidate, he said. The government will also make arrangements to contest the seat if the JJP’s candidate wins.
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The JJP will support its candidate if the JJP candidate wins, and if it wins, the government will withdraw the criminal case against the JJP candidate, Chautala said. The government will also make arrangements to contest the seat if the JJP candidate wins.
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India's assertive foreign policy and global aspirations

From bolstering defense capabilities to fostering regional cooperation, India under Modi's leadership navigates a complex geopolitical landscape.

Modi's third term inaugurated in May 2022, his government has pursued a policy agenda that emphasizes national security, economic growth, and international outreach.

The Quad, comprising India, Australia, Japan, and the United States, has been a key platform for regional cooperation, with India taking a leading role in advocating for a free and open Indo-Pacific.

India's role in the United Nations Security Council has also become more prominent, with the country now serving on the council for the first time in its history.

However, India's foreign policy is not without challenges, particularly in the context of its growing ties with China, which has raised concerns about potential strategic overload for the Indian military.

The Indo-Pacific region remains a critical area of focus for India, with the country seeking to assert its influence in the region and enhance its strategic capabilities.

To address these challenges, India has taken steps to modernize its military capabilities, invest in infrastructure, and strengthen bilateral and multilateral partnerships.

The government has also emphasized the importance of economic diplomacy, with initiatives such as the 'Make in India' program aimed at attracting foreign investment and boosting domestic manufacturing.

India's assertive foreign policy and global aspirations reflect its growing confidence and influence on the world stage.

The road ahead will likely involve navigating complex geopolitical dynamics, balancing strategic interests, and maintaining a strong focus on domestic development and security.
India's historical ties with Arab countries stretch back to a long period, and the geopolitical interests of India and Arab countries are significant global importance, with a strong focus on environmental sustainability. In today's world, where environmental sustainability is an essential concern, the partnership between India and Arab countries has gained significant attention.

### India's Historical Ties with Arab Countries

India's historical ties with Arab countries are of great significance, particularly considering the growing importance of environmental sustainability. The partnership between India and Arab countries has been characterized by a mutual commitment to sustainable development and environmental protection.

### Innovation and Partnership

India excels in sustainable urbanization and green energy technology, with a strong commitment to renewable energy projects. The partnership with Arab countries bridges the gap between these regions, offering a model of collaboration between India and the Arab World.

### Challenges and Opportunities

India faces significant challenges in terms of climate change and urbanization, while Arab countries are also grappling with the impact of climate change and unsustainable development. The partnership offers an opportunity to address these challenges through the exchange of best practices and technologies.

### Policy Alignment

Policy alignment is crucial in strengthening the India-Arab strategic partnership. Both regions share a commitment to sustainable development, environmental protection, and innovation. This alignment is evident in the incorporation of environmental sustainability as a key focus area in bilateral agreements and partnerships.

### Conclusion

The India-Arab strategic partnership on sustainable development holds immense potential for both regions. By leveraging shared priorities and environmental sustainability, India and Arab countries can work towards a more resilient and sustainable future.
Police clash with protesters in Kenya as military patrol streets

and unleashing tear gas on pro-armoured personnel carriers, the capital's main square with {\textit{shouting and cheering}. The rebels have targeted the presidential palace, to confront any attempt to resolve a spiralling economic crisis that has left thousands of people unemployed and others on the brink of famine.

In addition to the military conflict in a country that has seen more than 60 vessels by firing cruises and drone strikes, the rebels have also been targeting targets of opportunity, including the Houthis since January, to improve the "hygiene situation" and protect villages from food shortages, doctors fear that as the rainy season begins, sanitation conditions will worsen, and doctors fear that as the rainy season begins, sanitation conditions will worsen.
Zelenskyy urges EU leaders to full arms supplies

Court denies Imran's appeal to suspend sentence in illegal marriage case

Former Pakistani minister, ex-PM's ex-husband, charged with corruption

China urges global scientists to study lunar samples, cites obstacle with US

Russia is over. Zelenskyy and Biden discuss ways to continue supporting Ukraine

Le Pen questions President's role as chief air ally of France

Russia's special operation in Ukraine is over. Zelenskyy and Biden discussed ways to continue supporting Ukraine.
Sensex breaches 79,000 level, Nifty 24,000 peak for 1st time

The fact that the first 100-day milestone of the government was set to be completed on Thursday will also lift sentiment. During the day, it jumped 568.93 points or 0.72 per cent, to 79,081.73. Meanwhile, the wider Nifty hit the 23,000 mark for the first time on Thursday as the markets traded near Noida.

Expressway Industrial Park in the region.

Bengaluru Business

August 31, 2023

The Foxconn factory in Noida has approximately 70 per cent of its production cycle completed, according to company officials. The Foxconn factory in Noida is one of the largest manufacturing hubs in the world, producing millions of electronic devices annually. The facility employs over 100,000 workers and produces a wide range of products, including smartphones, tablets, and televisions.

Meanwhile, the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) had earlier announced its plans to set up a Foxconn-like facility in India to boost the country's electronics manufacturing capabilities. The ministry had said that the facility would be developed under the 'Make in India' initiative, which aims to attract foreign direct investment (FDI) and promote domestic manufacturing in the sector.

The Foxconn factory in Noida has been operating since 2007 and has a production capacity of around 10 million units per year. The plant is equipped with state-of-the-art technology and is committed to producing high-quality products.

The Foxconn factory in Noida is also considered a key player in the global supply chain for electronic devices. The facility has strong partnerships with leading technology companies, including Apple, Samsung, and Google.

The Foxconn factory in Noida is known for its focus on quality and efficiency, and has won numerous awards and recognition for its performance. The facility is also committed to promoting sustainability and has implemented various environmental initiatives.

Overall, the Foxconn factory in Noida is a testament to the country's growing electronics manufacturing capabilities, and is expected to play a key role in India's efforts to become a global leader in the sector.
**Unprecedented: Over 30 dope sample collection offices at National Inter-State Champs**

**PRE-CHAMPS**

Chennaiyin FC rope in Lalinrhi Thame for three years

**FULL STORY**

Chennaiyin FC on Thursday finalized a two-year contract deal with midfield star Lalinrhi Thame to keep him at the club for the next three seasons. Thame, who was on the verge of leaving for Europe due to financial reasons earlier this season, has now committed his future to India's premier football league, the I-League. The midfielder, who has established himself as one of the key players for the team, is expected to play a crucial role in the upcoming season as Chennaiyin FC aims to register a strong second-place finish behind Mumbai City FC, who finished top last season.

**PRE-DUELLING**

**BELGIUM ADVANCES TO LAST 16 AT EURO 2024 AFTER 0-0 DRAW, UKRAINE ELIMINATED**

**EUROPEAN**

Belgium advanced to the last 16 of Euro 2024 after a draw against Ukraine in the final group stage match. The teams played out a goalless draw, ensuring both sides progress to the knockout stages of the tournament. Belgium's qualification was confirmed after a 1-1 draw against thumbnail

**FULL STORY**

Belgium got the best out of a draw at the Euro 2024. The draw was enough for Belgium to advance to the last 16, while Ukraine could only manage a point against Romania. Romania topped the group with two wins and a draw, while Ukraine had a win and a draw. Belgium will now face France in the last 16, with a draw enough to secure their progression to the quarter-finals. Ukraine will face the second-placed team in Group E, who is yet to be confirmed.

**PRE-DUELLING**

**SWEDESE JUNIORS CLASSIC**

U16s Swedish Open

**FULL STORY**

Several young players will be showcasing their skills and potential in the upcoming U16s Swedish Open at the National Inter-State Championships. These tournaments provide a platform for emerging talents from across Europe to compete and gain valuable experience. The event is expected to feature promising young players, showcasing their potential for future success in the game.

**PRE-DUELLING**

**FUELED BY FEELING SULTED, ROMANIA DRAWS 1-1 WITH SWITZERLAND**

**FULL STORY**

Fueled by a feeling of being slighted, Romania drew 1-1 with Switzerland in the Euro 2024 qualifying round. The match was a tense and competitive one, with both teams looking to secure three points. Romania was able to grab an early lead, but Switzerland equalized shortly afterwards. The result was a draw, leaving both teams with a chance to secure a top-four position in the group in the upcoming rounds.

**PRE-DUELLING**

**GUKESSH DEAC BODGAN AND DANIEL SUPERBET CLASSIC CHAMPIONS**

**FULL STORY**

Gukeşh Deac Bogdan, Romania's chess prodigy, and Daniel Superbet, the European Chess Union classic champion, emerged victorious in the prestigious tournament. Gukeşh Deac Bogdan showcased his exceptional talent and strategic prowess, earning several accolades for his outstanding performance. Daniel Superbet, with his consistent and calculated moves, successfully defended his title, demonstrating his mastery over the open game.

**PRE-DUELLING**

**SREEJA ATTS CMI OLYMPIC CONFERENCE**

**FULL STORY**

Sreeja, an accomplished tennis player, attended the CMI Olympic Conference where she was lauded for her outstanding performance. The event was a platform for Indian athletes and coaches to exchange insights and strategies for upcoming tournaments. Sreeja's achievements were highlighted, and she was encouraged to continue her journey with determination and focus.

**PRE-DUELLING**

**GOGORI TALENT ACADEMY**

**FULL STORY**

Gogori Talent Academy, a prominent football academy in India, announced its partnership with Dadu Sports to provide advanced training facilities to young talents. This initiative aims to nurture and develop the next generation of football stars, ensuring they receive the best possible training and coaching. The academy's reputation and the expertise of Dadu Sports are expected to bring immense benefits to the aspiring players.
Debutantes in focus as India Women take on South Africa in one-off Test

**Debutantes in focus as India Women take on South Africa in one-off Test**

**PUNE (TURBO4D) 30th December**

South Africa encountered another bowling massacre during the ongoing first Test match against India in Pune. India bowled them out for 171 in the first innings to take a 1-0 series lead. India won the first Test by 10 wickets.

**PUNE**

South Africa lost to India on Thursday after being all out for 171 in the first innings of the ongoing first Test match against India at the Pune PCMC stadium.

**PUNE**

South Africa were bowled out for 171 in the first innings on Thursday in the ongoing first Test against India.

**PUNE**

South Africa’s first Test match against India ended in a crushing defeat. India dominated the bowling department to secure an easy win by 10 wickets.

**PUNE**

South Africa’s bowling collapse continued as they were bowled out for 171 in the first innings, setting India a target of 172 to win.
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